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Two boys, unaffiliated with one another, 
invited me to join their birthday celebrations 
this week. One turned 14; the other, 9. Each 
has endured profound loss; the former – his 
father, when the boy was only 7; the latter – 
his eyesight, probably while he was still in the 
womb. It is a precious privilege to witness their 
growth.
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upfront

When I met the teenager, he was shy, dis-
tant, a bit angry, and ambivalent about me. 
Slowly, we chipped away at one another’s shells. 
His resentment has given way to curiosity and 
joy. Melancholy moments come less frequently 
than they once did. He has developed a quiet 
confidence; now he tries new and uncomfort-
able things.

The blind boy came to the U.S. with his 
adoptive parents when he was 5. He spoke – 
effectively – no English and hadn’t been suc-
cessfully potty-trained. Confined to a Chinese 
orphanage, his earliest years were, undoubtedly, 
hard. He settled next door and began to explore 
the neighborhood with one hand secure in his 
loving parents’ paws and the other wrapped 
around the end of his little, white walking cane. 
Perhaps passing time sculpts a prettier truth, 
but I swear I can remember the boy calling to 

me, only a few weeks after his arrival, us-
ing his new-found words like they were 

just-unwrapped Christmas gifts, recog-
nizing the sound of my footfall from 
half a block away.

I was pleasantly surprised and deeply 
flattered when each of the boys’ mothers 

contacted me on her son’s behalf. 

The older one requested a group dinner – 
six adults and four kids – at his house, featuring 

his favorite dish. As we’ve grown closer, he has 
come to understand the central role that food 
plays in my life. He is an artist – a talented 
one – and I am an obsessive cook. His creative 
instincts have been slowly stoked by the heat 
of the stove; now he often grabs the wooden 
spoon and continues to stir a sauce I have aban-
doned to tend to another pot or pan. For his 
party, he asked me to manage the main course, 
an honor well beyond what he realizes it to be. 
He is my student, my helper. In the kitchen, we 
are in sync. 

The younger boy: He asked Mom and Dad 
for pizza and an evening at an improv comedy 
show. As I watched him “watch” the action on 
stage, yelling out suggestions to the interactive 
troupe, I smiled wide and held his sister close. 
At 9, he probably knows he’s…somehow differ-
ent…but it doesn’t seem to matter to him at all. 
Improv actors employ physical technique to as 
much effect as they do spontaneous speech. Yet, 
my little friend – he didn’t miss a thing. He’s a 
happy kid, like a human manifestation of the 
abstract notion of love. 

These two boys – my buddies – just like 
my own daughters – remind me that the world 
opens itself to us when we reject the invitation 
to feel victim. Two evenings, two birthdays, two 
parties…and it feels like I came home with the 
best gifts of all. 
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